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A Greek SME has developed a platform enabling precision medicine, nutrition and cosmetics through the discovery of 

biomarkers, which focuses on analysis of complex life-science and biological data. This solution expedites prognosis 

and diagnosis process for certain diseases through the isolation of biomarkers, which are confidently related to the cause 

of the disease. The Greek SME is looking for partners to cooperate with under commercial, financial or research 

cooperation agreement. 

A Greek SME is a bioinformatics pioneer company in precision medicine, nutrition and cosmetics, which focuses on 

providing computational frameworks and tools for the analysis of complex life-science and biological data. The most 

significant bottleneck of research in biotechnology, personalized medicine, pharma & personalized nutrition is the 

identification of accurate prognostic, diagnostic and therapeutic biomarkers which will enable the physicians to 

diagnose a forthcoming disease and treat it appropriately in a personalized manner before the disease affects the 

patient’s life or otherwise predict the impact of drugs and nutritional products at molecular level. The company’s 

approach is unique and it is able to expedite prognosis and diagnosis process for certain diseases through the isolation of 

fewer, more relevant and prioritized integrated biomarkers, which are confidently related to the cause of the disease; 

contrary to current methods which only relate to its symptoms. The company proved able to reduce time and costs of 

extracting predictive biomarkers to 1/6 and 1/8 respectively. The company’s suite of products consists of cloud-driven 

bioinformatics tools, able to integrate biological data from various sources and provide comprehensive results and 

meaningful knowledge (early stage biomarkers of high quality & biological systemic interpretation) using advanced 

big-data-oriented artificial intelligence methods and tools. The suite is tested by more than 400 users. Research and 

industry collaborative projects are also part of the process of getting the suite known. Targeted end users in the health, 

nutrition and cosmetic industries are the R&D departments of bio-pharma, nutrition, cosmetics & applied research 

companies who need bioinformatics tools & services but also molecular biology and bioinformatics academics. In more 

detail, end users target groups are universities, biology labs, medical/biological devices companies, while 

pharmaceuticals, contract research organizations, medical practitioners, hospital labs, IT companies and bio-statisticians 

can either be end users target groups or strategic partners. Partners sought are basically from the industry of 

pharmaceutics, nutrition and cosmetics that conduct molecular biology research for their product’s design and pre-

clinical and clinical trials. The company is looking for partners to cooperate with under commercial, financial or 

research cooperation agreement. 
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